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Teach Yourself Bluegrass Fiddle

1974-06-01

teach yourself authentic bluegrass fiddle with this book the book
contains clear instructions on the basics bowing and left hand
techniques solos backup personal advice on performance and much more
as well as a complete selection of the best bluegrass songs to learn
from written by matt glaser chairman of the string department at the
berklee college of music in boston since 1980

Bluegrass Fiddle

1974-06-01

a comprehensive guide to playing the fiddle bluegrass and country
style from gene lowinger who has played with bill monroe with 29
bluegrass and 14 traditional tunes

Hot Licks For Bluegrass Fiddle

1984-12-01

this book will give the bluegrass fiddler an idea of the wide range of
licks that are part of the repertoire the licks included range from
hardcore traditional to jazzy urban progressive laid bare are those
sizzling audience grabbing riffs that all fiddlers find irresistible
you will find this wealth of material arranged in sections that cover
single string licks double stops connecting klicks kickoffs and tags
licks in upper positions and even an entire chapter devoted to orange
blossom special there are chapters here to interest the advanced
player and valuable introductory chapters on music theory and
technique for the novice bluegrasser to help put the licks in
perspective many are set into typical bluegrass songs and chord
progressions in addition readers will find frequent reference to the
outstanding players of today such as vassar clements sam bush kenny
baker bobby hicks and kenny kosek as well as past masters like scotty
stoneman and benny martin the soundsheet which features mary laster
includes many of the licks in the book and demonstrates the finer
points of nuance and execution it is also a helpful supplement to the
standard notation in the book

Bluegrass Fiddle Styles

1978-06-01

the most complete bluegrass fiddle book ever published authentic
transcriptions of classic bluegrass breaks in the styles of major
players
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My First Fiddle Picking Songs

2011-07-22

this fun and easy bluegrass fiddle book and audio download takes you
from the very beginning starting with an introduction to the
instrument the book teaches you basic fiddle technique such as holding
the bow and provides scales and exercises setting the foundation for
the repertoire found in the book featuring classics such as boil e m
cabbage down cripple creek and old joe clark this book will get you
playing in no time

Bluegrass Fiddler

2010-10-07

a compilation of 30 fiddle tunes ranging from folk to ragtime to
gospel includes skillet good and greasy rakes of mallow cripple creek
leaning on the everlasting arms and others all tunes are presented in
a theme and variations format guitar chords are included as are lyrics
where appropriate levity leapt over the lyrical in these fiddling
favorites that set our father s feet to stepping and made them do
their thing

Learning to Fiddle, Bluegrass Style

2014-04-02

this fun and easy bluegrass fiddle book and companion audio takes you
from the very beginning starting with an introduction to the
instrument the book teaches you basic fiddle technique such as holding
the bow and provides scales and exercises setting the foundation for
the repertoire found in the book featuringclassics such as boil e m
cabbage down cripple creek and old joe clark this book will get you
playing in no time includes access to online audio

My First Fiddle Picking Songs

2017-02-24

the fiddle handbook

The Fiddle Handbook

2009-08-01

a guide to playing the fiddle offers advice on choosing an instrument
and accessories offers step by step instructions on the techniques of
fiddling and includes fingerboard charts and practice tunes
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to Playing the
Fiddle

2008

50 tunes volume 1 for fiddle is one book in a 5 book series the 50
tunes series is a collection of bluegrass old time and celtic tunes
for ensembles families and individuals this book contains the same 50
tunes as those found in the other 4 books of the series but carefully
designed for the fiddle the parts in this book range from beginner to
advanced all tunes contain a simple melody and most of the tunes
contain an intermediate or advanced part many tunes contain a harmony
part to match the melody since fiddle contests are a tradition in
american and celtic fiddling 50 tunes volume 1 for fiddle contains
hoedowns waltzes reels rags hornpipes jigs polkas and airs some of the
tunes are authentic to true championship fiddling and were arranged
andrecorded by a former national champion fiddler companion online
audio included tunes recorded by full band not all instruments
featured in every song

50 Tunes for Fiddle Volume 1

2016-01-27

an excellent concise method for fiddling appropriate for children this
text also will prepare the fiddler for transition into classics widely
used by string teachers

Learn to Play Country Fiddle

2011-02-24

includes a wealth of fiddling lore and illustrations a guide to buying
a fiddle and bow tips on learning and playing the fiddle over 800
listings of books records fiddling and bluegrass organizations
fiddling schools and camps violin making supplies films etc
information about fiddle contests

The Fiddler's Almanac

1985

fiddle tunes for banjo made easy is a collection of must know easy to
learn bluegrass instrumental standards ross records each song at three
speeds and also includes a rhythm backup track the slow speed is ideal
for hearing the notes clearly and being able to play along in rhythm
the medium speed is a perfect goal for the beginning and intermediate
student while the faster speed demonstrates what the song can sound
like with a hard driving push the tablature is large for ease of
reading and includes accent marks for melody notes where needed ross
also provides tips and suggestions for each song to save you valuable
practice time these are tips on the more challenging spots that ross
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has learned firsthand from teaching these privately for many years in
addition there is a whole page of instruction on learning the chords
to the song how to play the song using only the chords chord charts
written out for each song and tips for memorizing and playing without
tab fiddle tunes for banjo made easy is not just another tab book it
covers all the bases and gives you a realistic balanced approach for
learning the songs the easy way

Fiddle Tunes for Banjo Made Easy

2016-05-13

learn to play the fiddle easy tackling a new instrument can be
intimidating but with this easy to use guide you ll have no trouble at
all from selecting tuning and caring for your fiddle to mastering
various music styles fiddle for dummies walks you step by step through
everything you need to start playing the fiddle like a pro you ll
discover how to hold a fiddle master fundamental techniques and take
your skills to the next level this title also features companion audio
tracks and instructional video clips hosted online at dummies com to
help further enhance your skills the fiddle is a popular instrument
across many continents and is a favorite for many because it is small
and portable playing the fiddle can expose you to a range of musical
styles from all over the world such as irish scottish celtic cape
breton country folk bluegrass and more plus if you re already a violin
player you ll impress yourself and fellow musicians as you unlock your
instrument to open up a whole new world of sounds learn fiddle
techniques and fundamentals select tune and care for your fiddle join
the folk instrument movement and master the fiddle play fiddle music
from all over the world whether you re a complete beginner or a violin
player looking to branch out and try something new fiddle for dummies
will have you fit as a fiddle in no time

Fiddle For Dummies

2014-11-10

the perfect introduction to bluegrass and traditional fiddle tunes
sections include fiddle tunes hornpipes waltzes jigs strathspeys reels
and improvisation the 43 traditional fiddle standards covered in the
book comprise the core fiddle tune repertoire all songs are
demonstrated on the included cd each song is taught in a basic
standard arrangement and then in an advanced variation

Fiddle Tunes

2002-07

presents 140 of the most frequently played tunes in old time fiddle
contests as well as the most popular bluegrass square dance and
country tunes heard throughout the united states the performance
length arrangements of contest tunes include standard as well as
challenging variations on hoe downs rags polkas show pieces and
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waltzes complete with suggested accompaniment chords this encyclopedia
of fiddle tunes and variations spotlights american popular fiddle
music as played by the great fiddlers of our time

The Craig Duncan Master Fiddle Solo Collection

2011-02-24

north american fiddle music a research and information guide is the
first large scale annotated bibliography and research guide on the
fiddle traditions of the united states and canada these countries both
of which have large immigrant populations as well as native
populations have maintained fiddle traditions that while sometimes
faithful to old world or native styles often feature blended elements
from various traditions therefore researchers of the fiddle traditions
in these two countries can not only explore elements of fiddling
practices drawn from various regions of the world but also look at how
different fiddle traditions can interact and change in addition to
including short essays and listings of resources about the full range
of fiddle traditions in those two countries it also discusses selected
resources about fiddle traditions in other countries that have
influenced the traditions in the united states and canada

North American Fiddle Music

2011-05-31

book one of the most bizarre stories in all of popular music is the
history of orange blossom special arguably the century s best known
fiddle tune the man credited with its ownership ervin t rouse endured
tragedy alcoholism and mental illness he spent his last years fiddling
for tips in isolated taverns at the edge of the florida everglades and
died all but unknown the man who claimed co ownership chubby wise
achieved fame as the seminal fiddler of the bluegrass genre but
struggled to overcome personal demons and to heal the scars of
childhood abandonment and abuse this fascinating book uncovers how
their legacies are forever linked with the legendary diesel
streamliner which inspired the tune six decades ago as it roared
through american history bringing wonder and hope to every stop
includes a collector s cd of rare unreleased original recordings of
orange blossom special by bluegrass etc byron berline dennis caplinger
buddy emmons john henry gates the hellcasters gary morse benny martin
and mike stevens also features the original rouse brothers recording
from 1939 a live performance by chubby wise and six vintage bonus
tracks randy noles is a publisher of city regional magazines in
florida during his 25 year career he has won awards for investigative
reporting feature writing and commentary born in tuscaloosa al he has
lived in orlando since 1967 he is married and has two children if you
go back and listen to ervin and gordon rouse s original 1939 recording
it s easy to hear orange blossom special s beauty elegance and power
it bonds the romance of rambling around on trains with the mystique of
a far away land known as florida it is pure country music it is pure
americana from the foreword by marty stuart
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Orange Blossom Boys

2002

over 100 transcriptions of classic swing fiddle solos includes
interviews with the masters exercises tips discography bibliography
and rare historical photographs

Western Swing Fiddle

1997-01-31

bluegrass jamming on fiddle will teach the tools tricks and tunes to
jam in bluegrass style it covers 31 bluegrass jam standards how to jam
with others how to improvise and make up your own tasteful licks and
fills almost painless music theory how to play harmony how to
transpose and play in different keys and everything you ll need to
march fearlessly into your next jam or picking session this fun book
is fully illustrated with almost 200 vintage photos coming soon
bluegrass jamming on banjo available winter 2012 and bluegrass jamming
on guitar available spring 2013 all the books in the series are 96
pages 9 x 12 and teach the same 31 tunes each book includes an audio
instructional cd

American Fiddler

1998-01-31

violin play along the violin play along series will help you play your
favorite songs quickly and easily just follow the music listen to the
audio to hear how the violin should sound and then play along using
the separate backing tracks with the melody and lyrics included you
may also choose to sing along chord symbols are provided should you
wish to elaborate on the melody this volume includes the songs blue
moon of kentucky blue ridge cabin home blue yodel no 4 california
blues doin my time i am a man of constant sorrow keep on the sunny
side rocky top uncle pen

Bluegrass Jamming on Fiddle

2012-02-14

flatpicking guitar style delivers the clean sharp solo sound that
defined some of the greatest bluegrass recordings of the 1950s now you
can learn to play famous fiddle tunes specially arranged for guitar
each song includes performance notes which give you helpful hints and
tips on playing slides double stops fiddle shuffles tremolos ornaments
syncopations and much more

Bluegrass Favorites

2010-06-01
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learn the three basic styles of western swing fiddling the melody
section includes classic techniques to help you achieve an authentic
sound harmony fiddling covers the basics of two and three part
fiddling the improvising section unlocks the secrets of the hot jazzy
fiddling heard on recordings by bob wills asleep at the wheel and many
others the accompanying cd includes a play along section where you can
try out new techniques

Fiddle Tunes for Flatpickers Guitar

2007-02-02

adopted as a child from the masonic home for children at oxford tommy
malboeuf grew up in troutman north carolina before enlisting in the
navy in the early 1950s after his military service tommy found
occasional work surveying and operating heavy equipment and he also
found a personal passion in bluegrass fiddling he performed and
recorded with a l wood and the smokey ridge boys roy mcmillan s high
country boys the border mountain boys l w lambert and the blue river
boys c e ward and his band garland shuping and wild country among
others in the late 1990s tommy began teaching fiddle maintaining a
steady stream of students until at least the early 2000s he continued
to perform as a fiddler filling in for a variety of local bands and
recording cuts on records for bands such as big country bluegrass this
text documents tommy s life from his humble beginnings to his lengthy
fiddle career contextualizing tommy s work within the statesville
troutman bluegrass scene chapters also explore the local bluegrass
culture of the time tommy s extensive repertoire is also listed
including his spectacular fiddle contest wins band recordings local
jam field recordings and songs recorded for students all of which
highlight his talent and expertise as a fiddler

Western Swing Fiddle

2010-12-17

all the fiddle tunes on the cd the world s hottest fiddlers c m h
productions 8651 2002 except one are transcribed in detail for this
book these fifteen cuts which include seventeen tunes incorporate old
time standards such as sally ann as played by kenny baker bluegrass
standards such as orange blossom special as played by steve thomas
texas swing tunes such as beaumont rag as played by johnny gimble and
song tunes such as blue moon of kentucky as played by benny martin
other highlights include the complete twin fiddling parts for benny
martin and buddy spicher s down yonder and the twin fiddle parts for
johnny gimble s black and white rag eleven other tunes are featured by
fiddlers barbara lamb mike hartgrove glen duncan sonny mead ramona
jones paul warren and fiddlin red herron

Tommy Malboeuf

2022-08-11
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a sensitive remembrance of bluegrass dreams and lessons

World's Hottest Fiddlers

2011-02-24

a master collection of mandolin music in notation and tablature
contains classical early country bluegrass fiddle tunes blues gospel
and ragtime music a great source book for mandolin repertoire

I Hear a Voice Calling

2009

southern fiddlers and fiddle contests explores the phenomenon of
american fiddle contests which now have replaced dances as the main
public event where american fiddlers get together chris goertzen
studies this change and what it means for audiences musicians
traditions and the future of southern fiddle music goertzen traces
fiddling and fiddle contests from mid eighteenth century scotland to
the modern united states he takes the reader on journeys to the
important large contests such as those in hallettville texas galax
virginia weiser idaho and also to smaller ones including his favorite
in athens alabama he reveals what happens on stage and during such off
stage activities as camping jamming and socializing which many
fiddlers consider much more important than the competition through
multiple interviews goertzen also reveals the fiddlers lives as told
in their own words the reader learns how and in what environments
these fiddlers started playing where they perform today how they teach
what they think of contests and what values they believe fiddling
supports southern fiddlers and fiddle contests shows how such contests
have become living embodiments of american nostalgia

Anthology of Mandolin Music

2010-10-07

transcriptions of 23 great old time classic vocals and fiddle tunes as
played and recorded by the highwoods string band one of the pre
eminent old time revival bands of the 1970s transcriptions include
melodies lyrics chords and solos with standard musical notation many
of the selections like there s more pretty girls than one fire on the
mountain wild bill jones my dixie darling and free little bird have
become standards among old time and bluegrass musicians and are played
all over the world share the energy life humor and joy of this
historic and seminal musical style companion cd included

Southern Fiddlers and Fiddle Contests

2009-12-16

this book contains a selection of fiddle tunes arranged for two violas
the idea is to supply a sampling of melodies that will be fun for
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beginning players one of the drawbacks of the classic way of teaching
viola is the boredom of some of the early pedagogic repertoire this
book is meant to be an antidote to that tedium fiddle tunes are great
ways to become accustomed to typical manipulations of major scales and
to introduce the sound of arpeggios the tunes were chosen for their
fun melodic content while demonstrating some typical aspects of
fiddling they are grouped in five categories fiddle tunes slow tunes
bluegrass jigs and rags and swing the included split track cd
demonstrates many of the tunes with guitar accompaniment

Louisiana Bluegrass

2009

a comprehensive repertoire book of fiddle tunes adapted for banjo in
easy to read tablature by the renowned player and teacher of the 5
string banjo tony trischka for the early picker to the advanced player
this book and its companion recordings on 2 cds will enable the player
to learn by example and broaden their technical range fiddle tunes
have been adapted for banjo since the early 1850 s the explorations
contained here include a large collection of popular american fiddle
tunes and a section of celtic tunes played in the three major
bluegrass banjo styles these bluegrass old time and celtic banjo
traditions will expand the players knowledge of the instrument and
deepen their understanding of bluegrass and traditional music the
techniques employed will build the players technical prowess and
broaden their enjoyment of playing and the tunes both popular and
lesser known will add new variety to the next jam session tablature
only repertoire of fiddle tunes for the early to the advanced banjo
player in easy to read tablature with 2 companion cds expands the
players knowledge of bluegrass banjo styles and banjo music builds
playing skills and adds variety to their playing

String Band Classics: Fiddle

2006-07

if you are looking for exciting and challenging fiddle solos by one of
america s hottest fiddlers this book is for you contains craig s
outstanding fiddle arrangements on dueling fiddles rocky top black
mountain rag tennessee waltz faded love cajun fiddle jole blon
gardenia waltz draggin the bow granny does your dog bite black eyed
suzie wabash cannonball and many more presents 60 great fiddling tunes
the cd is sparkling stereo listening recording featuring craig duncan
backed up by a top nashville country rhythm section

Fiddle Tunes for Two Violas

2011-03-11

louisiana fiddlers shines light on sixty two of the bayou state s most
accomplished fiddlers of the twentieth century author ron yule
outlines the lives and times of these performers who represent a
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multitude of fiddling styles including cajun country western swing
zydeco bluegrass irish contest fiddling and blues featuring over 150
photographs this volume provides insight into the fiddlin grounds of
louisiana yule chronicles the musicians varied appearances from the
stage of the louisiana hayride honky tonks dancehalls house dances
radio and television and festivals to the front porch and other more
casual venues the brief sketches include observations on musical
travels recordings and family history nationally acclaimed fiddlers
harry choates dewey balfa dennis mcgee michael doucet rufus thibodeaux
and hadley castille share space with relatively unknown masters such
as mastern brack cheese read john w daniel and fred beavers each
player has helped shape the region s rich musical tradition

Tony Trischka Master Collection of Fiddle Tunes
for Banjo

2011-08-18

transskriptioner efter pladeindspilninger med kenny baker

Top Fiddle Solos

2011-01-13

a comprehensive resource to prepare intermediate and advanced cello
students to play fiddle music eighteen fiddle tunes with chords in
styles found in typical fiddle jam sessions celtic old time and
bluegrass each tune arranged for two or three cellos and accompanied
by short studies teaching idiomatic bass lines and back up harmony as
well as improvisational soloing over the chord changes companion cd
includes all examples with guitar accompaniment

Louisiana Fiddlers

2009-01-01

a wonderful collection for traditional american fiddle tunes arranged
for the 12 11 hammered dulcimer a working knowledge of the instrument
is helpful in learning the techniques in this book selections include
home sweet home the meeting house missouri soldier s joy ragtime annie
blackberry blossom and more written in standard notation only

Kenny Baker

1979

provides transcriptions of fiddle tunes from kentucky as well as
historical biographical and discographical information about each tune
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The Fiddling Cellist

2015-10-19

Hammered Fiddle Tunes

2011-03-11

Old-time Kentucky Fiddle Tunes

2001
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